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Abstract : Pulsed eddy current testing(PECT) is one of the new techniques of eddy current testing.Thanks
to the large amount of frequency components,the response signal contains rich information about defect
and material properties along the depth direction.Therefore the PECT plays a significant role in the main-
tenance of aircrafts,nuclear power plants and so on.This paper introduces the two main methods used in
the finite element modeling of PECT.Comparison of the methods is given.
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2A-σ 坠A坠t =-Js (1)
在式 (1) 中，μ 和 σ 分别表示材料的磁导率和电导
率，Js 为源电流密度，荦2 是拉普拉斯算子。






























法时，单元 e 中任意位置的磁矢量位 Ae 可以用单元各
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